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ABSTRACT
The Olmsted Non-Hazardous Industrial Solid Waste Tracking System allows waste
generators of certain materials to electronically have their waste assessments evaluated,
approved, and tracked through a simple online process. The current process of manually
requesting evaluations, prepopulating tracking forms, and filling them out on triplicate
carbonless forms is out of sync with other processes in the department. Complying with audit
requirements requires pulling physical copies and providing them physically to fulfill
information requests.
Waste generators in Minnesota are required to track their waste disposals for certain
types of industrial waste streams. This ensures waste is accounted for at the point it is
produced and is disposed of properly at a licensed facility for that waste type. Olmsted
researched what other counties in Minnesota are doing to comply with the tracking and
reporting requirements. In our research we found similar processes and no other county
leveraging an information system to drive this process. The closest alternative we uncovered
in conversation was a metro county using their document management system to capture and
store images after the process was complete.
The system design started with a review of the current process and data requirements
gathered and defined from the existing forms. The process was deemed to be efficient, the
data structure well understood, and in compliance with the Olmsted County Industrial Solid
Waste Management Plan. The project followed the Olmsted County Software Development
process. The entire process utilizes an on-premise database, web server outside the Olmsted
County Firewall, and Olmsted County multi-function devices on our network to capture and
import physical load detail documents.
The project was successful in executing its initial goal of digitizing the process but
suffered difficulties due to major shifts in key personnel as the project progressed. It is
currently in production with key partners who represent waste generators and waste haulers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Problem
Solid Waste is a very complex and diverse problem in that almost every
manufacturing or living process producing some byproduct that when left in high
concentrations can lead to negative externalities. In the state of Minnesota these various waste
streams are broken down along lines that have very well-defined handling processes to
mitigate the threat they pose to the surrounding environment when produced at scale. We call
these streams Organics, Recyclables, Hazardous Waste, and Mixed Municipal on the Solid
Waste spectrum. A subset of these major waste streams is Non-Hazardous Industrial Solid
Waste (ISW). These wastes are different and because of the quantity and specificity they
require extra attention in the way they are processed.
Examining a waste stream like the medical waste from a small doctor’s office can be
autoclaved and then disposed of at a landfill or waste to energy facility with very little issue.
In Olmsted County we have Mayo Clinic that performs thousands of surgeries every day. This
produces as massive amount of waste comparative to the size of the overall waste stream.
This means the latex, glass containers, and other medical materials create situations we need
to mitigate when processing them.
The state of Minnesota places the burden of proper disposal of the waste on the
generator while the tracking and processing requirements fall on the counties to ensure
environmental protection. Each county has different facilities and options for processing the
unique situations they face. Every material that meets the definition of ISW, needs to be
assessed for the impact it poses on the waste processing system. This requires and initial
assessment, estimations of disposal needs, and determination based on our system capacities
for that material. Each year Olmsted receives approximately 1,000 loads of ISW annually.
The state requires very specific tracking of these waste loads due to the chance one of
these materials is later determined to pose a major environmental risk. Since the inception of
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the ISW plan, Olmsted County has used paper forms to request evaluations, provide tracking
forms, and recognize each load at Olmsted County facilities. The evaluation process sets
which facility the material is to be processed at. Tracking forms are required to accompany
each load, and must cite the evaluation ID, each load is authorized under. We are also
required to track the volume/weight, date, generator, and hauler. Each party involved in the
process receives a final copy of the 3-part carbonless forms used to document the process.
Each time a new evaluation form is completed several tracking forms are produced manually
to allow the producer to operate under the evaluation form for extended periods of time. This
requires hours of work from the staff in certain instances as the forms are lengthy.

Statement of the problem
Olmsted needs a more efficient system to document evaluations, and track ISW loads
as they flow through our system. The current process is labor intensive and scales linearly
with an increase of 50% more loads requiring 50% more work. We are also challenged to find
all the necessary documentation in a timely manner during periodic audits performed by the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.

Objectives of the project
The goal of the project was to create a business process and integrated information
system to scale with the growth of our system while leveraging system function and logic to
facilitate secondary needs for our customers, haulers, processing optimization and audit
compliance.
The objective of the project was to capture all information electronically through an
online system. This will be accomplished through the following objectives:
1. Capturing requests for waste evaluations and tie them to the generator.
2. Confirm/deny the requests electronically based on individual evaluation requests.
3. Allowing generators to produce tracking forms ad hoc without Olmsted County staff
involvement.
4. Capturing delivery details and attaching documentation in the system for retrieval by
the generator, hauling provider, and Olmsted County staff.
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Deliverables of this project are as follows:
1. Database to capture evaluations and tracking forms
2. Web Application to enable on/off site process activities
3. Business process redesigned to maximize the systems effectiveness
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Minnesota is made up of 87 counties all facing the same requirements when it comes
to processing ISW. To gather perspective on the problem we reached out to Solid Waste
Administrators across Minnesota to gather information on how others are solving this
problem. We reached out through Recycling Association of Minnesota (RAM), the Minnesota
chapter of Solid Waste Association of North America (MNSWANA), and the Minnesota
Landfill Operators Group (MNLOG) to gather information through a survey. This process
while efficient in reaching several different groups across the state facing a similar situation
revealed that very little if any technology was applied to the problem. Most counties said they
were leveraging methods like ours which had been in place for the past 20 years of carbonless
triplicate forms. None of these methods offered an improvement in efficiency nor scalability
over the process we already had in place. Other counties said they were typing ISW
information in the comments section of load invoices and tracking totals through their
accounts receivable systems. This process allowed for electronic capture of some tracking
information, but the data is completely unstructured. This means if a field is not part of the
accounts receivable package it isn’t available for adhering to compliance required of
generators, haulers, or the processing facility. Most sites said they were actively seeking a
better method to accomplish their objectives and were interested in seeing what solution
Olmsted County settled on.
Dakota County which is located 60 miles north of Olmsted County was having their
clerical staff enter information into a Laserfiche form. Dakota County is our sister county as
we are very similar in size, demographic, and local government approaches. We also have
Laserfiche as a document management system. When reviewing the Dakota process, it was
immediately obvious, this was a backend process solution to reducing the need to keep paper
after processing the waste, and not a comprehensive solution taking a holistic approach to
solving the business process issues along with the creating a system to manage major
functions along the way. Dakota’s approach has clerical staff capturing generator, hauler, and
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processing facility metadata for each form enabling quick recall for requests made on the
documents, but it doesn’t not allow for any further analysis of the waste stream specifics.
After reviewing Dakota County’s solution to this problem, we looked internally at the
resources we had available through Laserfiche to develop a solution on that platform. At the
time of researching Olmsted County was in the infancy of deploying a new team call LEAP.
LEAP stood for Lean Exercises and Automating Processes. Their focus was on building
institutional knowledge in the Laserfiche platform and applying the workflow development
engine to shuffle documents through the process.
The team was comprised of a former IBM project manager, IBM development
manager, process analysts/engineers from manufacturing, and developers with extensive
backgrounds in business process automation. The resumes and optimism for this team and
project were difficult to ignore.
As we started going through the process of breaking the project down for core
components of the system some problems became immediately obvious. Laserfiche is a selfdeclared “world leader in Enterprise Content & Document Management.” Their focus is on
processes revolving around documents, not the capture of source data or functioning as a
system of report. Laserfiche by design was not meant to interact with heavy capture of form
origination type activities, its forms module was designed to capture the metadata about a
document, and then later apply business rules to that metadata to determine workflow
parameters and route for approval, storage, retention, or other process to the document.
Laserfiche didn’t contain the ability to provide an external facing portal at the time.
This meant all information relating to the process required handling by Olmsted County staff.
Evaluation requests, form generation, documentation requests would all need to be triggered
internally. The system after being triggered internally would be able to route the electronic
documents externally. Laserfiche didn’t contain the ability to trigger forms generation for the
required tracking forms either. This meant macros or some other feature would be needed to
generate a report through some other software using metadata from Laserfiche to create the
tracking documents required by the process. The main function we deemed Laserfiche could
complete was the routing of notifications based on the approval of the form once a document
was ingested and approved in the platform.
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After the politically difficult task of working through why Laserfiche was a document
management system and not an application development platform with robust workflow
capabilities, Laserfiche could finally be deemed not the appropriate option for our problem.
Laserfiche has since fallen with the LEAP team resources being redeployed elsewhere and the
platform itself being recognized as a document management system, not a development and
business automation platform.
Olmsted County is predominantly operating a Microsoft platform for IT infrastructure
and software. Previously our IT Department has seen great success in leveraging .net for
several solutions ranging from online shopping cart integration with our cashiering system
and developing an employee reimbursement system that integrates with our ERP.
Through our Business Systems Integrations (BSI) team we were able to assess .net as
a solution for the front end internal and external facing portals we would need to manage the
process and leverage our SQL Server infrastructure to manage all the records and
documentation of the process. We could build any webpage interactions and trigger any
notifications in the system we needed to deploy a functioning process. .net and SQL Server
would also allow for a fully custom form/process design and data structure respectively.
After this assessment of the regional options currently deployed was finished it was
determined Olmsted County would develop the appropriate business process, data structure,
and application to enable an online portal meeting all the requirements of interested parties in
.net and SQL Server. The decision, although not in alignment with the political pressure at the
time, was the best solution for our process.
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CHAPTER 3
SYSTEM DESIGN (RESEARCH METHODOLOGY)
Primary Business Process Forms
The system developed is based on existing hardware and knowledge available to our new
problem. The process has a very simple design. The team leveraged most of the existing
process and form but updated them with electronic tools and capabilities in place. We started
with using forms mocked up in InfoPath to digitize the process as a starting point as shown in
Figure 1 - Evaluation Prototype. These forms were also used to show how lookup fields and
standard values could be captured in electronic form. This allowed us to break down
assumptions that most data need to be captured in free form fields like the physical forms
allowed. This portion of the process is completed by a waste generator when they are
requesting that a new material type be evaluated or reauthorized as their current approval has
expired. Full versions of the Request, Approval, and Tracking forms are available in
Appendix A.
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Figure 1 - Evaluation Prototype
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Start of the form design and documentation pulled all the fields required to capture the
data of this process from the manual forms used currently. The ERD for this form and portion
of the process is available in Figure 2 - Evaluation ERD Section. We leveraged standard
naming conventions and deployed standard reference table features to enable the activation
and deactivation of almost every reference element in the ERD. This ensures as processes,
waste types, and regulations change, we can update reference fields to keep the system in
compliance. The full ERD is available in Appendix B.

Figure 2 - Evaluation ERD Section
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A snapshot of the data dictionary used for the data captured in the ERD excerpt in
Figure 2 - Evaluation ERD Section is shown in Table 1 - Evaluation Form Data Dictionary.
The full Data Dictionary is available in Appendix B.

Table 1 - Evaluation Form Data Dictionary
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Next, the team moved on to mocking up the approval form which is used by internal
staff to determine some of the operating parameters for when a given waste stream is
delivered to Olmsted County Facilities. This mocked up form is available in Figure 3 Approval Form Prototype. Data is pulled from the applicable evaluation request and used to
drive the process forward where needed. The approval form is primarily used to direct haulers
and generators on how and where the waste will be handled as well as governing future
activities.

Figure 3 - Approval Form Prototype
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The structure of the primary sources for this information and the additional
information needed to make an informed decision about the request are shown in Figure 4 Approval Form ERD Section. This part of the process will govern through the Expiration
Date how long an approval form is valid. The form is also editable so it can be used to change
course mid-stream if a material is deemed to be problematic through operations, and then
future tracking forms will be have the correct information regarding restrictions, sites, and
other data points.

Figure 4 - Approval Form ERD Section

The data dictionary in Table 2 - Approval Form Data Dictionary details the fields and
connections used in the Approval form to further the process. As previously stated, this
form’s predominant objective is to govern delivery and restrictions for when waste is
delivered for processing.
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Table 2 - Approval Form Data Dictionary

The waste tracking form is printed by the waste generator, handed to the waste hauler, who in
turn hands the tracking form over to the scale house operator so the required information can
be updated in the ISW Tracking system as the record of delivery and making it available to
the waste generator through the system. This form is shown in Figure 5 - Waste Tracking
Form Prototype.
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Figure 5 - Waste Tracking Form Prototype

The ERD structure captures the data used in the waste tracking form which is comprised of
largely inferred data from the approval and evaluation forms. The ERD structure is shown in
Figure 6 - Waste Tracking Form ERD Section.
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Figure 6 - Waste Tracking Form ERD Section

The data dictionary for the data captured on the Approval Form is available in Table 3 Waste Tracking Form Data Dictionary. Almost all the data displayed on the Waste Tracking
form is referenced from the evaluation and approval forms with other data being pulled from
the authorized hauler table.
Table 3 - Waste Tracking Form Data Dictionary

Network Infrastructure and Design
The network infrastructure follows Olmsted County’s standard system design for external
facing applications. The structure is shown in Figure 7 - Network Diagram. Olmsted County
has our web servers for public access sites outside the firewall. All end user interaction is
routed through the firewall by these servers to service requests. This is shown as
OCWebAppSrv2 for the application. The firewall handles the traffic and requests for
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information to commit or retrieve from the database. OCDBSP12 is designated for public
traffic applications and holds several database instances. OCWebAppSrv1 in the diagram is
where all internal activity is routed through.

Figure 7 - Network Diagram

Public User Web Navigation
Navigation in the system is intentionally simple with very few functions and pages for the end
users to work through. Each of these pages have functions that can be triggered for the
underlying business processes of generating new evaluations, reviewing/generating tracking
forms against an approval, and managing the individuals account as shown in Figure 8 Public User Site Navigation.

Figure 8 - Public User Site Navigation

Shown in Figure 9 - Public User Home Page is the homepage used to direct the public facing
user through their system functions. They have access to all the functions from this page, and
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the mock-ups shown for the forms in Error! Reference source not found. and Figure 5 Waste Tracking Form Prototype very closely show the .net forms as they were developed for
the web application.

Figure 9 - Public User Home Page

Internal User Web Navigation
The site used to maintain the application is considerably more complex as all the reference
tables and lookups are maintained in this application. Noted previously was the need to
configure the application against changes to processes, restrictions, and changes in policies
for the handling of various waste streams. This means most of the navigation pages in the
internal application are directed at this area, and the business process pages are very limited.
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Figure 10 - Internal Use Site Navigation

The home page as shown in Figure 10 - Internal Use Site Navigation offers 3 sections
to parse out common activities related to managing the application. These general areas are
User Management, Forms, and Form Data Management. User Management allows an admin
to modify, delete or create records. Forms allow an admin to review and approve evaluation
requests and review waste tracking forms. Form Data Management allows an admin to add,
update, and deactivate any fields choices available in the application through reference table
management grid. The following figures show what some of these screens look like in the
application.
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Figure 11 - Approval Form Management

Figure 12 - Reference Table Management
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The application in its current design meets all the needs of the improved business
process. Form data is tracked through the entire process and visibility into the process is
greatly improved over the previous manual process.
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CHAPTER 4
CASE STUDY
The development of the system is complete, and we are currently in production. The
applications benefits were realized immediately as no more paperwork needed to be manually
completed and sent out to waste generators in the pilot. The initial feedback has been
overwhelmingly positive with all users of the platform asking when it can be scaled up. The
time previously spent in providing forms to facilitate the process has transitioned to allowing
time to analyze the materials processing protocols and tracking actual flows through our
system. Forms can’t be lost as they can be reprinted or referenced in the system, and the need
to interpret handwriting of internal staff, generators, and haulers has been removed from the
process.
This system being available online has the potential to open large markets for
additional revenue as manufacturing facilities in the area are seeking ways to become
ISO14001 compliant. We have received calls from new perspective customers from over 200
miles away seeking to access our capacity for waste to energy and declare their facilities zero
landfilling through our services. The online system allows for a far simpler evaluation request
process, and waste tracking as everything flows electronically. The solid waste division is
currently working through the marketing division to deploy a plan for education and
deploying the platform system wide as soon as possible.
Due to the current circumstances with Covid-19, the system will also allow us to be
contactless for the ISW process. No paper forms need to be issued, completed, transported,
and returned to the generator, thereby mitigating the risk of passing contaminated paper
through the process. This benefit was not realized until we started analyzing methods to
deploy while trying to continue operations and maintain compliance during the pandemic.
The system is facilitated through 2 different portals. One for the generators and
haulers to create evaluations and tracking forms on the external portal. The other portal is for
internal staff to approve waste forms and maintain the reference tables needed to keep the
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program in compliance with state MPCA guidelines for processing the approved waste
streams.
The process begins with a potential Non-Hazardous Waste Generator creating an
account through the online system. This begins by the generator calling the Regulatory
Compliance office and requesting an invite to enroll in the online system. Once this request is
received the county staff initiate the invite using the requestors email. The Olmsted County
Admin will Navigate from internal portal to create invitation. This is the starting point off all
new generators leveraging the system.

Figure 13 - Solid Waste Administration Portal

The Olmsted County user will enter the required information to create the invitation
and forward it to the new user. When the “Send Invite” button is clicked a system-based
process is initiated and the system forwards an email through exchange on premise to the new
user.

Figure 14 - Send New User Invitation Email
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The New User will receive the invitation in the email account identified through the
invitation process and click to enter the registration process. This will bring the user into the
registration screen inside the system.

Figure 15 - New User Invitation Email
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Once in the system, the New User/Generator will enter all the credentials needed for
their registration to be completed. All fields are required, and the system won’t allow the
register button to work until this requirement is met.

Figure 16 - Register New Account
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After registering, the generator will be directed to the login screen and asked to
provide the credentials they used to register. They will use the credentials just typed into the
registration process, and this is immediately available after submitting the registration form.

Figure 17 - Non-Hazardous Waste System Login

From here a new generator will be able to request a waste evaluation. The example in
Figure 18 - Waste Evaluations has been used previously so a waste evaluation form is already
showing in the listing.
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Figure 18 - Waste Evaluations

The Generator will see the Evaluation Form creation page to initiate the process. The
top section is populated with information from registration based on the logged in user. The
one thing that needs to be updated is Location the waste is generated from.

Figure 19 – Evaluation Form - General Information
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Next the Generator will provide information about the waste itself. This information is
qualitative in nature and the quantitative information is only used for estimating volumes and
revenues from the proposed waste stream.

Figure 20 - Evaluation Form - General Waste Stream Information

Waste properties are documented. The last 4 responses are used by the engineering
team to understand how the was stream may impact processing in the waste to energy facility.

Figure 21 - Evaluation Form - Waste Properties
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Questions about reactivity, contents, and a hazardous materials declaration. This
information is used to determine the legal pathways of proposed processing.

Figure 22 - Waste Evaluation - Reactivity, Contests, & Hazardous Certification

The generator will then continue on to the sections of attaching Supplemental
Information and Generator Certification. The generator will Save & Submit the form to
initiate the approval process.

Figure 23 - Waste Evaluation - Supplemental & Certification
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In practical application, the save function allows a generator to start capturing and
documenting a waste stream as testing and other items are completed. The edit button as
shown in Figure 24 - Waste Evaluation - Form Created shows how a generator can edit a form
previously saved. When completely filled out the Generator would submit the form for
evaluation. After Save/Submit process the user is returned to the Waste Evaluations screen.
The new form shows in a submitted status so it won’t be useable by the generator until the
evaulation is approved.

Figure 24 - Waste Evaluation - Form Created

The process now moves over to the Olmsted County Staff and enters the approval
stage. Employees at the County will receive notification that a new evaluation form was
submitted. Clicking this link will take the County employee into the system to review the
Evaluation Form request.

Figure 25 - New Evaluation Request Email

Starting from the internal home page, the county user selects Approval Forms. To go
to the listing showing the currently requested forms as shown in Figure 26 - Solid Waste
Administration Portal - Approval Forms.
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Figure 26 - Solid Waste Administration Portal - Approval Forms

The page shows the just submitted Evaluation form in submitted status. The header
filters and click sorts can be used to find any new forms to be processed through evaluation.

Figure 27 - Approval Form Listing

The Olmsted user will first click to review the View Eval Form and ensure the
requested waste stream is in line with processing at an Olmsted facility as shown in Figure 28
- Approval Form. The Olmsted user would click approve to finish the waste evaluation, after
setting the information needed to process the waste stream effectively.
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Figure 28 - Approval Form

At this point the process moves back over to the Generator. When the form was
approved the system sent an email to the generator letting them know their evaluation form
was approved and is now available to record tracking forms against it.

Figure 29 - Waste Evaluation Approval Email

We can now see the form is no longer editable and the Tracking Forms Link will
allow use to register a load coming to the appropriate facility.
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Figure 30 - View Tracking Forms

The Generator would then click the Tracking Forms for the waste type they would like
to have disposed of at an Olmsted facility. Clicking on tracking forms allows the user to
create a new tracking form as well as see previously created and submitted forms.

Figure 31 - Create Tracking Form

After clicking ‘Create New Tracking Form’ the form is created in the system and
present the generator with the ability to print the form for internal process documentation.
This also marks the waste load as inbound to Olmsted County facilities.
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Figure 32 - Print Tracking Form
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If the form is printed, it can be handed to the waste hauler to accompany the load to
the appropriate facility at Olmsted, and with the relaxed Covid protocols this is commonly the
practice. Once the load and form are received at the correct facility, the next part of the
process is completed by the scale house operator.
When receiving the form at the waste processing facility, the scale house operator
enters the internal portal and searches for the correct Tracking Form. In this case the Tracking
Form in #43. After searching for the form, the scale house operator clicks on Edit to process
the load coming through the facility.

Figure 33 - Edit Tracking Form

This presents the Scale House operator with the tracking form in a state needed to
facilitate the completion of the tracking process. The top section, Generator Information pulls
from the Evaluation Form.
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Figure 34 - Tracking Form - General Information

The next 2 sections show information regarding waste information and the
transporter’s information including the signature of the driver that delivered the waste to the
facility through the signature pad at the facility. This functionality has recently been
deprecated.

Figure 35 - Tracking Form - Waste Information & Transporter Information
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After capturing the signature the scale house operator will complete the information
captured at the scale to finalize the tracking form.

Figure 36 - Tracking Form - Disposal Site

After receiving the Form at the scale house, the form now shows under Tracking Form
Closed as TRUE to the scale house operator , and the load is considered documented for the
purpose of Non-Hazardous Industrial Solid Waste Tracking.

Figure 37 – Evaluation Tracking Form Complete

The form also shows as complete to the customer when they log into their portal for
the tracking form completed.
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Figure 38 - Tracking Form Listing Complete

The process being completely electronic allows the state to audit the county and its
waste generators with all information captured in this system. The ticket information captured
by the scale house operator ties the Accounts Recievable system together providing electronic
markers from the evaluation process all the way through the generator paying for the
applicable waste in accordance with the Olmsted County Non-Hazardous Industrial Solid
Waste Plan.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS
All the initial objectives of the project were realized through the beta program. We are
fully capturing all information electronically and capturing more native source analytical data
than ever before. All Approval/Denial processing is completed in the system, and with
diligent management of the process, generators can request an evaluation and deliver waste
later that day because of the improved process.
Throughout this process, I learned more about how the IT infrastructure and
development process takes place. I also learned firsthand how events seemingly completely
unrelated to my project derailed it time and time again. As I was starting my project, our IT
director was fired, and over the past 3 years we have had 5 other IT directors. Also, during the
project, the original project sponsor in the Environmental Resource Director retired, and
through two interim directors and now our permanent Director, the project was finally
completed as stability returned to these key departments. The political upheaval through each
of these transitions caused major setbacks with all projects being placed on hold and reassessed as different directors worked through how they were going to handle priorities.
More importantly, I learned through a well-documented process and data structure
how fast a project can become operational. Throughout each step of the process, when
working with my IT Development resources, we had examples of how things should look and
feel with very consistent structuring.
I also learned how software development at Olmsted County works. It hasn’t followed
any of the methods we discussed and learned through my MSIS program. The current
management team’s focus is moving to more agile processes, but my project leveraged a
hands-on development and collaborative approach. This meant having a developer in
meetings as we discussed the process flow rather than generating user stories, or other
methods to communicate to development what the solution requires. While this is effective on
smaller projects like this, it would not scale well in a larger project or organization.
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The other takeaway from the project is the scalability improvements in process. Prior
to the project one additional load of waste required one additional unit of work from staff.
Now the elasticity of the process is almost infinite. When presenting the beta results to my
management team, I likened this improvement to selling gas for cars in a video game, and the
idea resonating very well with them.
We are also looking at ways to leverage the data collected. Previously it was very
difficult to gauge how many generators produced a certain type of waste and the quantity
delivered to Olmsted facilities. With the new system in place we are looking at ways to
optimize functions and maximize ROI through continuously updating the information
collected in the ISW Tracking System.
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APPENDIX A: WEB FORM EXAMPLES

Figure 39 - Evaluation Form Page 1
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Figure 40 - Evaluation Form Page 2
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Figure 41 - Evaluation Form Page 3
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Figure 42 - Approval Form
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Figure 43 - Waste Tracking Form
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APPENDIX B: SYSTEM TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

Figure 44 - ISW Tracking ERD

Table 4 - Data Dictionary

Field

Contents

Type

GeneratorID
GeneratorName

Autogenerated ID for
Generator
Name of the Generator

Varchar2(8)
Varchar2(50)

GeneratorAddress

Generators Primary
address

Varchar2(75)

GeneratorCity

Generators Primary
address City

Varchar2(50)

GeneratorState

Generators Primary
address State

Varchar2(30)

GeneratorZip

Generators Primary
address Zip

Varchar2(5)

Form Generator

FK Referenced Field
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GeneratorSICCode
Form_Evaluation

SIC of the Generator

GeneraotrID

Unique ID of each
Evaluation Request
Ties the evaluation from
to the Generator
requesting the
Evaluation.

EvaluationFormID

Varchar2(10)

Varchar2(8)

VarChar2(8)

Form_Generator.Generat
orID

ContactID

Referenced ID of the
person making the
request for Evaluation

VarChar2(4)

R_Contact.ContactID

GeneratorLocationID

Referenced ID of the
location the waste is
coming from

VarChar2(4)

R_Generator_Location.Loc
ationID

EvaluationRequestDa
te

Date of request to
perform evaluation

Date

WasteGenerationPro
cess

Common language
description of the waste
Common language
description of the
process that creates the
waste type

DisposalReasonID

Referenced ID for why
disposal Reason

VarChar2(4)

TreatmentResidue

Common Language
Description of the
residue of the waste

VarChar2(300)

TreatmentResidueJus
tification

Common Language
Description of the
residue justification

VarChar2(300)

WasteDescription

PersonalProtectionN
eeded
AnticipatedAmount
DisposalFrequencyID
VesselID
TestingRequired
DateTested

Common Language
Description of the
protection needed
Numeric amount of
waste to be disposed of
in a year
Referenced ID for
frequency of disposal
Referenced ID for
disposal Vessel
Boolean indication of
whether testing is
required
Date Testing took place

VarChar2(300)

VarChar2(300)
R_Disposal_Reason.Dispos
alReasonID

VarChar2(300)
Number(8,2)
VarChar2(4)

R_Disposal_Frequency.Fre
quencyID

VarChar2(4)

R_Vessel.VesselID

Boolean
Date
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Referenced ID for
Physical State of the
WastePhyscialStateID Waste type
Varchar2(4)
Common Language
Description of the waste
WasteColor
color
VarChar2(20)
WasteOdorID

Common Language
Description of the id

Varchar2(4)

Density

Numeric amount used
for the density of the
waste type

Number(8,2)

DensityUnits

Referenced ID for
Density Units

Varchar2(4)

AutoclavedMaterial

Boolean indication of
whether autoclaved

Boolean

Boolean indication the
waste is certified as
Non-Hazardous.

Boolean

DisposalReasonID

Unique ID for the
Disposal Reasons

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Reason Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
disposal reason

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

CreationDate

The date the ID was first
created

Date

DisposalFrequencyID

Unique ID for the
frequency

VarChar2(4)

FrequencyName

Common Language for
Frequency

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Frequency

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

CreationDate

The date the ID was first
created

Date

HazradousMaterialCe
rtification
R_Disposal_Reason

R_Disposal_Frequency

R_Physical_State.PhysicalS
tateID

R_Waste_Odor_ID.OdorID

R_Vessel.VesselID
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R_Vessel
VesselID

Unique ID for the Vessel
options

VarChar2(4)

VesselName

Common Language
Vessel Description

VarChar2(30)

Description

Active

Short Description of the
Vessel
Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

VarChar2(300)

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

PhyscialStateID

Unique ID for the
Physical State

VarChar2(4)

PhysicalStateName

Common Language
Physical State Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Physical State

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

Unique ID for the Odor

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Odor Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Odor

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

Unique ID for Density

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Density Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Density

VarChar2(300)

CreationDate
R_Physical_State

CreationDate
R_Odor
OdorID

CreationDate
R_Density
DensityID
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Value

Indicated the
conversion factor to
standardize the output
units

Number(8,2)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

ReactivityID

Unique ID for the
Reactivity

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Reactivity Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Reactivity

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

WasteContentsID

Unique ID for the Waste
Contents

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Waste Contents Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Waste Contents

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

DisposalReasonID

Unique ID for the
Supplemental

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Supplemental Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Supplemental

VarChar2(300)

CreationDate
R_Reactivity

CreationDate
R_Waste Contents

CreationDate
R_Supplemental
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Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

DisposalReasonID

Unique ID for the
Restrictions

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Restrictions Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Restrictions

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

DisposalReasonID

Unique ID for the
Facility

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Facility Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Facility

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

DisposalReasonID

Unique ID for the Waste
Code

VarChar2(4)

ReasonName

Common Language
Waste Code Name

VarChar2(30)

Description

Short Description of the
Waste Code

VarChar2(300)

Active

Boolean indicator of
whether the option is
currently available.

Boolean

The date the ID was first
created

Date

Active
CreationDate
R_Restrictions

CreationDate
R_Facility

CreationDate
R_WasteCode

CreationDate
Multi_Reactivity
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Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Reactivity

VarChar2(8)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Reactivity

VarChar2(4)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Waste Contents

VarChar2(8)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Waste Contents

VarChar2(4)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Supplemental

VarChar2(8)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Supplemental

VarChar2(4)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Delivery Restrictions

VarChar2(8)

Composite Unique ID
for multiple Selections
of Delivery Restrictions

VarChar2(4)

ApprovalID

Unique ID for the
Approval Form
associated with an
Evaluation request

VarChar2(8)

EvaluationFormID

Reference ID for the
form an approval is
associated with.

VarChar2(8)

ApprovalDate

Date the Approval
Request was processed

Date

WasteAcceptable

Boolean indicating
whether the waste is
acceptable

Boolean

EvaluationFormID

ReactivityID
Multi_Waste_Contents

EvaluationFormID

Waste_ContentsID
Multi_Supplemental

EvaluationFormID

SupplementalID
Multi_Delivery_Restricti
ons

EvaluationFormID
Delivery_Restrictions
ID
Form_Approval

Form_Evaluation.Evaluati
onID
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TrackingFormRequire
d

Boolean Indicating
whether a tracking from
is required

Boolean

TestingRequired

Boolean indicating
whether testing is
required

Boolean

CetirifcationDate

The Date the Waste
stream is approved for
delivery into Olmsted's
system

Date

ExpirationDate

The Date tracking forms
can no longer be
generated against the
Approval form

Date

QuantityApproved

The amount of waste
initially indicated as
being delivered to the
facility

Number(8,2)

DisposalFacilityID

ID of the facility the
waste should be
delivered to.

VarChar2(4)

R_Facility.FacilityID

WasteCodeID

ID of the Waste Code
for the Waste Stream

VarChar2(4)

R_WasteCode.WasteCode
ID

Populated with the
Admin that is logging
into the system

Varchar2(20)

Approved by
Form_Tracking

ApprovalID

Unique ID of the
tracking Form for a load
received at a facility
Reference ID for the
form an approval is
associated with a
tracking form

SelfHaul

Boolean indicator
whether the waste will
be self-hauled

Boolean

TransporterID

Reference ID for the
Transporter if it is not
self-hauled.

VarChar2(4)

DeliveryDates

Date the load was
received at Facility

Date

TrackingID

VarChar2(8)

VarChar2(8)

Form_Approval.ApprovalI
D

R_Transporter.Transporte
rID
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TicketNumber
WasteReceived

DiscepancyIndicated
R_Transporter

Ticket Number from the
Scale House Computer
Quantity of waste
Received in this load
Common Language
entry indicating
whether any provisions
of the approval were
not met during disposal.

VarChar2(8)
Number(8,2)

VarChar2(300)

TransporterName

Unique ID of the
transporter delivering
the waste stream for a
given load
Name of the
Transporter

TransaporterAddress
TransporterCity
TransporterState
TransporterZip

Address of the
Transporter
City of the Transporter
State of the Transporter
Zip of the Transporter

Varchar2(75)
Varchar2(50)
Varchar2(30)
Varchar2(5)

Phone of the
Transporter

Varchar2(10)

Unique ID for the
contact of a Generator

VarChar2(4)

TransporterID

TransporterPhone
R_Contact
ContactID

VarChar2(4)
VarChar2(30)

Referenced ID of the
generator
Contact Name
Contact Address
Contact City
Contact State
Contact Zip
Contact Phone

VarChar2(4)
VarChar2(30)
Varchar2(75)
Varchar2(50)
Varchar2(30)
Varchar2(5)
Varchar2(10)

GeneratorLocationID

Unique ID for the
Generator location

VarChar2(4)

GeneratorID
LocationName
LocationAddress
LocationCity
LocationState

Referenced ID of the
generator
Location Name
Location Address
Location City
Location State

VarChar2(4)
VarChar2(30)
Varchar2(75)
Varchar2(50)
Varchar2(30)

GeneratorID
ContactName
ContactAddress
ContactCity
ContactState
ContactZip
ContactPhone
R_Generator_Location

Form_Generator.Generat
orID

Form_Generator.Generat
orID
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LocationZip
LocationPhone
Table 5 - WBS Page 1

Table 6 - WBS Page 2

Location Zip
Location Phone

Varchar2(5)
Varchar2(10)
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Figure 45 - Gantt Chart

